FOOD CHAIN RADIO

A nationally-syndicated newstalk program that brings the issues of agriculture, food and environment to the table for discussion.

Sponsor: Michael Olson, Producer/Host
Email: mo@ksco.com

Phone: (831) 566-42009
Website: metrofarm.com

Address: 2300 Portola Dr. Santa Cruz, CA 95062

2 5-unit interns needed for all quarters!

ENVIRONMENTAL JOURNALISM INTERNSHIP DESCRIPTION: ASSISTANT PRODUCER

- Collects, collates and analyzes topics of interest about food, agriculture, and environment.
- In discussions with Producer / Host, determines which topics to feature.
- Identifies guests who could best represent the topic at hand on the live radio show.
- Coordinates guest participation on radio program by scheduling times and contact information.

TIME REQUIREMENT

12 hrs/week